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Spending review: Rishi Sunak’s
changes to pensions will have
some positive effects for
pensioners too
Rishi Sunak has delayed this change for as long as he could, and
as well as negatives

it
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it

has positives as well as negatives. (Jessica

On Wednesday, the Chancellor used his spending review to confirm
would affect many pensioners and pension funds.

a

change which

Following consultation, the Treasury announced that calculation of the traditional
Retail Prices Index (RPI) inflation measure will change from 2030. From then, RPI will
use the statistical methodology of the Consumer Prices Index (CPI), adjusted for
housing costs, and will be based on so-called CPIH, which gives a lower inflation
figure.
The reports of this change warned that
it would mean many pensioners lose
out on millions over the long-term
because their annual inflation increases
would be less generous and pension
funds would receive lower returns on
their inflation-linked assets.
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However, after scary headlines about an attack on our pensions, accusing the
Treasury of causing huge pension losses, I think a little perspective is needed.
In a

nutshell, this

is

about the statistical methodology used to calculate inflation.

Most statistical experts have long considered RPI a flawed inflation measure, whose
calculation methods overstate inflation by around 0.8 per cent a year.
So the negative reaction to this change seems somewhat surprising. Certainly, some
financial product prices, with annual increases linked to RPI – including long-dated
index-linked gilts, some private pensions, commercial leases, train fares, utilities and
student loans – will see lower inflation increases after 2030.

Much criticism has focused on pensioners and pension funds, with forecasts of private schemes facing
huge losses. The reality is rather more nuanced (Nick Ansell/PA Wire)

But this is actually good news for students, tenants, commuters or utility payers who
will see lower interest payments, rent increases, fares and bills after 2030.
should also clarify that this change was decided by our independent official
statistics authority. The actual decision made by the Chancellor was not to introduce
this change in 2025, or sooner, despite pressure from statistical experts and
Parliamentary Committees. 2030 is the date after which the statistics body’s remit
allows it to proceed without Ministerial approval at all.
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An earlier reduction in RPI would have benefited the Treasury by lowering borrowing
costs for its inflation-linked gilts. It is true that index-linked gilts investors will have
lower expected interest, but index-linked yields are currently negative, so investors
have already accept lower return prospects over time.
Much criticism has focused on pensioners and pension funds, with forecasts of
private schemes facing huge losses. The reality is rather more nuanced. There will be
some winners as well as losers. It is also important to note that all public sector
pensions, and a third of private sector final salary-type (DB) schemes, are already
linked to CPI, and most personal pensions have no inflation linking, leaving those
pensioners unaffected.
Some pensioners will lose out. Many are not well-off and their RPI inflation increases
will be lower each year, which mounts up over time. But nobody can precisely
predict inflation in coming decades and these pensioners could not have budgeted
for precise pension payments after 2030.
Even employer pension schemes are not all impacted negatively. Around 60 per cent
of private sector DB schemes promise RPI increases, so employers backing those
schemes will save money over time, which could be invested in their businesses
instead. If this helps the company survive, its pensioners would actually be better
off, since the Pension Protection Fund removes much of their inflation protection
anyway on insolvency.
Overall effects on private pension schemes are impossible to assess. The impact
depends on precise inflation-linking terms and the investments they hold, with
estimates suggesting some schemes could be 10 per cent better off, while others
could see funding deteriorate by up to 10 per cent. It will also be cheaper for
schemes to transfer the pension liabilities to an insurance company, potentially

benefiting employers and pensioners.

Schemes which must pay RPI-linked
pensions will pay less over time and, even if they have partially protected against
inflation rises, with swaps or index-linked gilts, their funding will improve. However,
schemes with CPI-linked liabilities that have RPI gilts would have expected the RPI
gilts to pay more than the CPI pension increases and will face a shortfall. Those
schemes will need to find other investment strategies to offset any higher deficits.
But there is time for schemes to adjust before 2030.
The Chancellor has delayed this change for as long as he could, and it has positives
as well as negatives – saving taxpayers money in the long run, benefiting students
and commuters and even benefiting some pension schemes and pensioners.
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